Queen Court Farm
Water Lane, Ospringe, Faversham, Kent
24th July - 8th August 2021
Grid References:
KP187: TR00139 60459
KP188: TR00141 60468

KP188

KP187

Fig 1: Results of the georesistivity survey of Queen Court Farm’s front garden.
The house lies to the right, Water Lane beyond the wall and treeline to the left. The
yellow rectangles show the two excavations.
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1. Introduction

Queen Court - the Manor of Ospringe - is the most important single building site to which FSARG has
had access so far (the Royal Manor of Faversham remains elusive!). Until now Queen Court has been a
huge gap in our Understanding Ospringe project carried out 2008-9 and 2011.1 This is shown very
clearly on the map in Fig 2. Permission to investigate was refused by the tenant farmer. In 2019,
however, Queen Court Farm changed hands and the new owners of the manor house welcomed us into
their garden for the 2021 season.

Fig 2: 1907 map of southern Ospringe showing FSARG keyhole
and
trench
excavations. Field walking, Resistivity Surveying and Metal
Detecting was also carried out in this area. The buildings 1, 2 and 3 are
Queen Court Barns, in 2021 in the process of conversion to residences.
The research need to include Queen Court is very obvious!

1

www. favershamcommunityarchaeology.org/excavations/ Understanding Ospringe
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FSARG did not excavate in 2020 because of the Covid pandemic. Covid was still with us in 2021 but,
through vaccination, was much more under control in the UK. Nevertheless, precautions were still
advisable. The 2021 season was therefore meticulously planned to have two areas of investigation kept
completely separate (see Figs 3 & 4) so that if one group had to go into isolation because of a single
Covid case, the other group would be able to carry on. Further precautions involved everyone wearing
masks all the time and also observing a 2m separation distance between individuals.

Fig 3: Sarah, our youngest volunteer in 2021, wearing
protective mask and gloves.

Fig 4: The front garden of Queen Court Farm with FSARG’s excavations underway. Separated
by Covid precautions, KP188 is in the foreground and KP187 in the background, each with
their own Finds facility. Water Lane lies beyond the treeline and wall to the right. The oldest
timbered part of the house is nearest – beyond is the later extension.
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Part 1: The Setting

2. Geographical and historical background
a) Geography
Ospringe is a large, mainly rural parish to the south of Watling Street (the A2, London-Dover Road). Part
of the village of Ospringe lies along Watling Street and the other part stretches southwards up the valley
of the Westbrook. Nowadays the valley through Ospringe itself is dry but until the 1960s a small but
powerful spring-fed stream flowed through here, running northwards to empty into tidal Faversham
Creek. This stream was harnessed at a number of points for water power.2
The valley itself is gentler on its western side, with a possible river terrace remnant. This is shown clearly
on the east-west section drawn from the LIDAR scan shown in Fig 6. Queen Court Farm (QCF) lies just
above the small flood plain of the little river that to Ospringe folk was known as the Nailbourne.
Nailbourne is the term given to a stream that flows intermittently, this being a typical feature of many
chalkland streams. It was not until the building of the M2 in 1963 just to the south of Ospringe that this
stream fully dried up, although some residents say that in very rainy times they can hear the water
rushing down an underground culvert in Water Lane (the road running north north east from Queen
Court Farm). Water Lane gets its name from the fact that in pre-M2 days in rainy times the stream ran
down the northern part of Water Lane past the Maison Dieu.3

Fig 5: A view across Queen Court Farm towards Ospringe church in around 1900. Note the
pollarded willows along the course of the Nailbourne / Westbrook. The overall view has not
changed much since this photo was taken.

2
Examples in PERCIVAL A 1986 The Faversham Gunpowder Industry and its development Faversham Papers 4 Faversham
Society: Faversham
3
Water Lane, Ospringe 1892, 1955 photographs, from Francis Frith Collection : francisfrith.com
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Fig 6: This shows a modern survey of the valley and the red line is the line of section across it
from East to West. Excavated sites in the Ospringe 2008-9 and 2011 project Investigating
Ospringe are shown with red dots, contour lines in blue.4
This is a LIDAR survey carried out aerially using laser beams. LIDAR plots are indispensable for seeing
the lie of the land. Unlike ordinary cameras, the lasers penetrate trees and even buildings to show the
bare bones of the land. There are some very intriguing ups and downs revealed here, especially a ‘dugoff’ area to the right and ‘bumps’ to the west.
Great thanks to John Clarkstone for producing the section and drawing.

b) Geology
Ospringe village lies in a south to north chalk valley with abundant springs. The steeper eastern valley
side has only occasional thin patches of brickearth and clay with flints and the Upper Chalk is much
closer to the surface, showing through in places. The higher parts of the ridge to the west, Syndale, are
capped with Thanet sands, a grey-green deposit that contains sandstone concretions known as sarsen
stones: where the Thanet Sands have been worn away, sarsens often remain as residuals, sitting on the
Upper Chalk.
4

Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) from National Lidar Survey, Environment Agency: data.gov.uk
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The valley floor has thick deposits of gravels, of glacial and immediate post glacial origin. Gravel sizes
vary but can be up to 20cm diameter. These gravels would have been deposited as outcomes of
solifluction and melt water streams. On the western valley side in particular is a mantle of brickearth,
another recent superficial (drift) deposit, in this case a fine-grained deposit dumped by cold winds and
sheet flooding and up to 2m thick in places. At a few points in the valley are sarsen stones, e.g. next to
the Bier House, Water Lane, but close examination of these has shown that they are natural
occurrences, as explained above.
Fig 7: Solid and Superficial Geology of the Ospringe area.5
Westbrook Valley

A2 Watling Street

Queen Court

Key:

Light green:
Blue:
Orange stripe:
Light Yellow stripe:

Upper Chalk
Thanet Sands
Brickearth
Alluvium

c) Known historical background
1. History derived from archaeological sources
(i) Prehistoric (circa BC 250,000 to AD43)
Compared with central Faversham, the shallowness of prehistoric finds is startling in Ospringe. Even on
Watling Street in central Ospringe, Neolithic grooved ware and high-quality flint tools were found in situ
at a depth of only 1m.6 Overall, the date range was from Palaeolithic (a Wymer Type 5 hand-axe found
high on the east valley side in Queen Court Cottages in Keyhole KP83, c250,000 years old) to Late Iron
Age or ‘Belgic’ pottery e.g. KP52, 2000 years old. The commonest date was Bronze Age - see OA61 in
particular – 4,000-2,800 years old. Small scale keyholes can rarely identify features with confidence but
there have been some hints at ditches and banks (OA61): the larger size of the Queen Court
excavations potentially gives more scope for spotting prehistoric features.

5
6

British Geological Survey: Faversham England and Wales. Sheet 273 Solid and drift Edition 1:50000
www.favershamcommunityarchaeology.org/excavations/Understanding Ospringe/ KP59
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(ii) Romano-British (AD43 to cAD410)
Considering how close the Westbrook valley is to the supposed site of Roman Durolevum at Syndale
(see KCC HER, accessible online, for details of the excavations up there, including a Time Team visit)7
the FSARG Ospringe pits have only produced tiny amounts of Roman period pottery, this being
especially true in the Queen Court area.

(iii) Anglo-Saxon ( cAD450-1066)
Queen Court was certainly in existence as a Manor in the Domesday Book (drawn up in AD1080)8
although at that time it was known as the Manor of Ospringe, not a Royal Manor. It was owned briefly by
the Norman lord Odo, the warlike Bishop of Bayeux. Usually Domesday lists who owned the property
before the Conquest but, perhaps significantly, not in this case. We are told, however, that the Manor
already had a church and a water mill which must date from Anglo-Saxon times.
Nevertheless, no evidence for Early-Mid Anglo-Saxon occupation (AD450ish to 800) has been found so
far in Ospringe away from Watling Street. In the transect pits close to the former Brook Cottages (KP85
A-H) substantial amounts of mid-medieval shelly ware were found (date AD900-1100. i.e. Late Anglo
Saxon – Early Norman) but no earlier Anglo-Saxon pottery from any OSP pit.
Two early-mid Anglo Saxon sceats (coins) have been found separately down near Watling Street as
‘stray finds’. The nearest early Anglo-Saxon cemetery is at Kingsfield north of Watling Street in the
Forbes Road area.9

(iv) High and Late Medieval (AD1066-cAD1550)
In the next section Michael Frohnsdorff will be covering this period in depth from documentary evidence
so I will say only that abraded medieval pottery sherds (midden scatter) indicating agricultural usage are
common in this area. A quantity of good quality medieval pottery sherds were, however, found near
Watling Street in KP63/63T in what was probably a roadside ditch. The timbered part of Queen Court
Farm was built around AD1500 but the date of the brick extension to the south is a centre for argument
about date of building with suggestions ranging from the 1600s (17th century) to the early 1800s (19th
century).10 Finding an answer to this is one of the aims of this study of Queen Court.

(v) Post Medieval (AD1550-1800) and Modern (1800-now)
In the documentary evidence section John Owen will be taking you through the post medieval to the
current period of Queen Court. FSARG has, since 2005, found a great deal of beautiful and expensive
post medieval pottery in Faversham itself (see for example OA51 / KP151A Furlongs11 and our actual
emblem Nell Fynn from TP17 / 17A)12 we have found nothing to remotely resemble this in Ospringe, not
even down near Watling Street which was a major transport route at this time with lots of taverns.
Elsewhere in Ospringe we have found everyday finds from the early and later modern period – transfer
printed pottery, clay pipes, coal, ash and cinder, iron nails etc – in the upper contexts of houses. So far,
however, archaeologically Ospringe seems to be mostly a low-income area by this time. Brook Cottages,
we were told by two charming elderly ladies who had grown up there in the 1930s-40s, had no piped or
even well water, nor heating nor sewage. Their water came directly from the West Brook and if the
7

www.kent.gov.uk./Exploring Kents Past/Faversham/Syndale TQ96SE97 & TQ96SE8
Williams A & G Martin (eds) 1992 Domesday Book Penguin Books: London
9
Roach Smith C 1871 A Catalogue of Anglo Saxon and other antiquities Discovered at Faversham in Kent and Bequeathed by
William Gibbs of that Town to the South Kensington Museum. Eyre and Spottiswood: London
10
KCC HER op.cit. Queen Court, Ospringe
11
FSARG website/ excavations/Searching for the Kings Manor/OA151 & 151A
12
FSARG website/excavations/Hunt the Saxons/ TP17& 17A/Fig 6
8
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stream was frozen they simply broke the ice. In old photos you see the ‘dunny hut’ being moved around
the garden. In 1946 when their father died they were evicted from the house by the estate manager
when they came back from the funeral. It will be very interesting to see what the archaeology tells us
about Queen Court at that time.

2. History derived from Documentary Sources
(i) High-Late Medieval (AD1066-1550): Quene Court, Ospringe 1066-1550 - by Michael Frohnsdorff
From the Domesday Book entry it is clear that Ospringe Manor was worth £20 in the time of king Edward
which is a clear indication of its existence in Saxon times. Reference to the church nearby having once
had a Danish round tower, probably from the time of king Cnut, supports this view. The manor house
itself is rarely mentioned at this period, and so much of this essay concentrates on the manorial estate in
which it played a significant role.
In the Domesday Book the manor is one of 225 in Kent assigned to William the Conqueror’s half-brother,
Odo, Bishop of Bayeux. Through treachery and rebellions the bishop lost his lands and these remained
with the Crown until about 1140 when king Stephen rewarded his favourite and commander, the
Fleming, William of Ypres, with this amongst nearly all the bishop’s former manors. Henry II exiled the
Fleming and confiscated all his property, and Ospringe may briefly have passed to his youngest brother
William, Count of Poitou, but at his early death it reverted to the Crown.
At some point Ospringe Manor became part of the substantial royal dower package of manors and
towns, enrolled in royal marriage settlements. This may possibly date at least as far back as Henry II but
was always complicated by the fact that the king’s mother might still have been alive and with a right to
her dower property during her lifetime. Thus we find in 1201 the Inquisition Rolls indicate that king John
promised to Isabella of Angoulȇme dowry lands which, we soon find, included Ospringe Manor. Quene
Court probably takes its name from her.
Her son, Henry III, eventually stripped his mother of her dower lands, and handed them to his chief
justiciar, Hubert de Burgh, and, when he fell out of favour, they formed part of the marriage settlement in
1236 of Eleanor of Provence. Her period as queen lasted until 1291, and thus deprived Edward I’s first
wife, Eleanor of Castile, of access to the regnal dower lands. Eleanor of Castile, instead, obtained
amongst other lands Leeds Castle in 1278, which, as I believe, led eventually to the ending of the royal
connection with Quene Court and Ospringe Manor.
Quene Court had served as a useful residence for the queen’s residence with her retinue while her
husband stayed at the Camera Regis in the Maison Dieu, during royal pilgrimages to Canterbury, which
were very frequent at this period. Leeds Castle, though further from Canterbury, may well have been the
preferred stopping-place for the queens, and the party would then have proceeded down the Syndale
Valley. Froissart describes such a pilgrimage in 1395.
In 1299 Edward I married Margaret, sister of Philip IV of France, and some forty years his junior. He
granted her a vast collection of manors including Ospringe, where she will have stayed during his
frequent visits to Canterbury. During Edward II’s reign her Kentish properties were being constantly
invaded by malefactors who tore down her trees, robbed her fishponds etc. She complained bitterly to
her stepson.
After her death in 1319 Edward II granted his French wife, Isabella of Valois, all the dowry lands
including Ospringe. Although she helped depose her husband in 1327 she seems to have kept her
dowry lands including Ospringe and Leeds, even during her imprisonment. On her death in 1356 there is
no record of any further queen having an interest in Ospringe Manor or Quene Court.
At this point the manor was divided in two, Ospringe Manor and Quene Court manor. The latter for a
time, after the death of Juliana de Leybourne, reverted to Edward III in 1368, who made provision for it to
be passed as an endowment to St. Stephen’s Chapel, Westminster. Richard II carried out this bequest,
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and most of the manor including Quene Court remained with the Chapel until 1547, when as a collegiate
chapel it was dissolved and its possessions handed back to the crown. Two years later king Edward VI
granted it to Sir Thomas Cheney.
(ii) Post Medieval (AD1550-1800) and Modern (1800-now) - by John Owen
The status and history of the house and farm buildings, of its land and its ownership and occupation
changed little fundamentally from the sixteenth century until the early twentieth century. In theory it
continued to be a manor house sitting within the Manor of Queen Court whose manorial rents and
farming income financed it. In practice it was a farmhouse which was part of much larger estates
enjoying occasional bursts of agricultural prosperity. These were ultimately broken up and in 2019 the
farm, farmyard and house were separated finally.
For much of the sixteenth century the Manor of Queen Court was the property of the Cheney family (see
above) whose main estates were on the Isle of Sheppey with their grand modern house Shurland Hall.
They were highly active politically and may have been granted Queen Court Manor or purchased it. It is
possible that one of them lived here at least for a time as the modernisation of the house by flooring in
the great hall and the insertion of fireplaces probably dates to that period.
From the late sixteenth century to 1664 the Thornhill family owned the Manor of Queen Court. They were
successful London merchants who bought the Olantigh estate in Wye. For the following 50 years the
London merchant Henry Mellish of Sanderstead and his widow owned the manor. John Stonehouse
about whom nothing is known succeeded them. It is unlikely that they farmed here personally or
occupied the house.
From 1717 to 1802 the Furnese family and their heirs the Rockingham and Guildford earls owned the
Manor. Furnese was a highly successful West Indies merchant who built the magnificent Waldershare
House and had cash to invest in land. Queen Court was certainly let then but brick additions were made
to a very dated timber framed house. To the south the range was extended to full roof line and to the
east a large kitchen bay full height to the roof was constructed. A rear corridor and staircase were
included probably at the same time. Beyond that no attempt at modernising by plastering the front or
inserting sash windows was made. Work on the barns, though, was probably contemporary with this.
Traditionally the materials and half the labour costs of these improvements were financed by the landlord
and the remaining labour costs by the tenant. Such works of improvements were carried out in times of
high farming and long-term confidences in tenancies. George Chapman was the tenant on this farm and
probably occupied the house. His fine family box tomb remains in Ospringe church.
In 1802 Queen Court was sold to William Baldock, a semi-illiterate developer and government contractor
during the Napoleonic wars, who built inter alia the barracks at Ospringe (see KPs 45, 46, 4813) and
Faversham. He died a millionaire at Perham House in 1813 and his estate passed to his nephew who
went bankrupt in 1843. His ownership can be seen on the 1840 tithe map in the next section (3), the
Map Progression.
Queen Court was then purchased by John Hyde, a Manchester textile magnate who bought and also
occupied Syndale House, once again as an investment. The farm was tenanted by Herbert Schove who
probably lived at Luddenham Court which he also farmed. His son sold both properties to William Hall
the Faversham gunpowder manufacturer and Hall’s descendants, the Wheler family of Otterden Park,
owned Queen Court until 1923.
In the late 1870s Queen Court was let go and farmed by Thomas Kingsnorth of Perry Court, brickmaker
and farmer. Thomas George, his farm bailiff, occupied the house. In the 1890s Millen and Philips farmed
it and one or the other possibly lived in the house.
In 1923 Queen Court was sold to Lewis Harry Finn of Lorenden who farmed here and much else about.
His bailiff Thomas Dawes occupied the farmhouse. Finn’s wife was a major shareholder in the Shepherd
13

www.favershamcommunityarchaeology.org/excavations/ Understanding Ospringe/ Keyholes 45,46,48
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Neame brewery and upon Finn’s death in 1944, the property was sold to the Shepherd Neame Brewery,
primarily to protect their hops supply. The house was last tenanted by Gerald Hadley, the farm manager.

3. Map Progression

Laurel Cottage

Queen Court
Farm

Willow lined
stream

Baby
quarry

Church

Brook Cottages
Vicarage

Fig 8a: 1789 Ordnance Survey preliminary drawing.
Note the willow lined Westbrook running through, the tiny quarry at the corner of Vicarage
Road, Brook Cottages to the east of the stream up the slope. Laurel Cottage and Dawson’s
Row (see 1907 map) are also present. The most southerly building is the Vicarage.
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Fig 8b: 1840 Tithe map for south Ospringe.
Tithe maps are especially useful as they give information about fields and houses owners, tenants, land uses. The information for the numbers on this extract follows in
the table where red type indicates Queen Court Farm owned land.
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Map key for South Ospringe 1840 tithe map (Fig 8b) numbers.

Plot

Owner(s)

48

George Castleton

Ann Packman & others

3 cottages & gardens

garden

49

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Ozier bed

wood

52

John Tong

John Tong

House & Garden

garden

John Anderson & other

Calvinist Chapel

pasture

William Elliot

Mill and Yard

yard

William Elliot

2 cottages & gardens

garden

Various

8 cottages & gardens

garden

52 ½
53
54
55-62

Trustees of
Calvinist Church
Rt Hon Lord
Londes
Rt Hon. Lord
Londes
Church Wardens
Osp

Tenant(s)

Name

Use

66

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Little Brooks

pasture

71

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Buildings and yard

yard

74

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Little Brooks

pasture

76

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Manor Pound

waste

77

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Manor Pound

waste

78

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Garden by Stack Yard

garden

80 ½

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Queen Courts Orchard

pasture

81

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Brooks Pond

-

94

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Brogdale Field

Chalk Hole

104

Rev. Morgan
Walter Jones

Rev Morgan Walter Jones

Church and yard

yard

105

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Great Brooks

pasture

106

William Baldock

Joseph Kingsnorth

Great Brooks

pasture

108

Rev Morgan
Walter Jones

Rev Morgan Walter Jones

Vicarage House

garden

109

John Neame

William Boreman

3 cottages & gardens

garden, pasture
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Fig 8c: 1865
Ordnance Survey
map.
The only changes
are that the quarry
has grown slightly
and farm buildings
have appeared at
the junction of
Vicarage Road and
Mutton Lane.

Fig 8d: 1907 Ordnance Survey map.
The quarry has grown substantially and acquired a central building and a rail track. The
oast and other farm building at the junction of Vicarage Road and Mutton Lane have
expanded. One more farm building has appeared north of Queen Court and a couple of
cottages (Queen Court Cottages) have appeared high on the eastern valley side
overlooking the quarry. Brook Cottages are still there, overlooking the little river.
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Fig 8e: 2007 Aerial photo.
Here the features can clearly be seen. The quarry is now deserted – when the M2 was
being built just up the road in the early 1960s, excavated soil was dumped in this quarry.
Some more houses have appeared along from Queen Court Cottages. Brook Cottage has
disappeared, along with the unfortunate Westbrook / Nailbourne.
Otherwise little has changed. The church and vicarage are still present. The Queen Court
cluster of building, however, still dominates this part of Ospringe, with even more farm
buildings. Most of the surrounding fields are almost untouched, and the allotments are still
noticeable.
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4. Initial Questions Arising
Clearly a great deal of basic information is already known about Queen Court. Yet, as always, given the
not completely reliable nature of many documents (as is the case with the media nowadays), questions
do arise. These are the questions in which the FSARG archaeologists have the most interest at this
stage, although the excavation will undoubtedly generate more.
1. How large were the preceding manor complexes on this site – i.e. the main medieval AD10801500, and the Anglo-Saxon structures pre-AD1080?
2. Were the preceding buildings (or preceding single building?) on the same site as this version?
3. Does the archaeology confirm that Queen Court was wealthier and of higher status in the days
when it was owned by royalty compared with the post-medieval - modern periods?
4. What evidence is there for different types of farming and land use?
5. Is there any evidence for Roman activity on this site?
6. Is there any evidence for prehistoric activity on this site?

16

Part 2: The Excavation
In this section the term ‘context’ is being used in the classic sense of an ‘imprint of an event in the
ground’. It may be the outcome of a single short-term event – an explosion or a burial - or a strung-out
long-term event in the case of, for example, unchanging agriculture for hundreds of years. You can, of
course argue that time can be broken down into an almost infinite series of tiny events and archaeology
has to tread a careful line but the aim of archaeology is to reconstruct the story of the past and context
provides the bricks and mortar.
5. Location of KP187 and KP188.
Fig 1 on the cover page shows the locations of the two pits excavated in summer 2021. Both pits were
located in the front garden of Queen Court, KP187 to the South and KP188 to the North of the main
garden path linking the house to Water Lane. Both pits were 3m East-West by 2m North-South. The part
of the garden containing KP187 was in front of the later extension, whereas KP188 was in front of the
original late 15th / early 16th century house (see Fig 4 - the later house extension furthest away in the
photograph).
Garden boundary walls lie to the South and West of KP187 and KP188, separating the garden from
Water Lane (West) and Vicarage Lane (South). Vicarage Lane crosses the Westbrook south-east of the
house by means of a causeway and a brick bridge. In the early 20th century there was a wooden bridge
(see Fig 5) but on the OS Surveyors drawing of 1797/8 no bridge is shown.
The exact locations were based on the resistivity findings shown on the map where light colour indicates
the drier ground and dark shading the wetter ground (see cover photograph Fig 1). The most obvious
starting point is the presence of more dry ground in the northern half than in the southern half. At the
eastern end of this Northern part is a large dry area, which is probably due to the large tree near the
boundary wall. To the south of this is a line of higher resistance measurements that might be an earlier
path to the front door which is at the northern end of the front of the house. Contrasting with this in the
southeast corner of the garden is a small high resistance area, this is probably from construction of wall
reinforcements and gun slits from WW2. This leaves unexplained a large very dry square across the
main path, reaching both excavations.
Both pits were located to investigate these contrasts in shading, with KP187 located so as to cover the
Eastern edge of the lighter (drier) area detected by the resistivity survey in that half of the garden and
KP188 a similar contrasting point in the other half. Fig 9 shows the location of the two pits in relation to
the whole complex of Queen Court Farm.

6. The procedures for both pits.
a) Resistivity Survey
A resistivity survey was conducted for both lawns in the front garden, excluding the paths and borders.
The survey grid was 0.5m and the probes at a separation of 0.5m. The reference probes were to the
South of the house. The results were processed using Terra Surveyor.

b) Metal Detecting
A metal detecting survey was conducted of the front garden. The front gardens followed the resistivity
survey grid, but extended into the borders, but not the paths. Another survey was also conducted of the
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back garden. The back garden was divided into zones delineated by garden features, and the zones
measured in.
The front garden was surveyed in four grids A, B, C and D. Grids A and B are associated with KP188,
and grids C and D are associated with KP187. The dated finds, are all from the 19th and 20th centuries.
The border to the front (west) of the house was also metal detected. The only metal found in the border
was a few lead came strips from windows.
The survey of the rear garden was in 10 zones. Again, most finds were 19th and 20th century, the one
exception being an 18th century child’s thimble in zone 3. An unusual find was a pulley labelled VGS342
in zone 6. VGS stands for Vickers General Spares, and this item was identified as a trim cable pulley
used on several types of aircraft, including the Spitfire. There are no known crashes of Vickers designed
aircraft in the vicinity of the property, so it is unclear how this got here.
Metal detecting finds are listed in Appendix 4.

Fig 9: This shows the locations of the two pits in relation to the whole Queen Court
complex.
The blue-green shading shows the former course of the Westbrook / Nailbourne. The blue
lines show outlines of buildings, some of which have gone. The red dotted lines show existing
buildings and pathways. Note that the front garden chosen for the 2021 excavations has no
indication of former buildings.
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c) Levelling
A temporary benchmark was set up on the kerbstone on Water Lane in front of the garden gate. Levels
are obtained using a dumpy and the height of the land calculated. The levels are then marked in on the
surveys, plans and sections.

d) General
A 2m x 3m rectangle was pegged out using the planning square and the area delineated marked with
string. The position of the rectangle was recorded by measuring to mapped corners of the house. Turf
was removed carefully from the square and set aside in plastic bags. The pit was then hand excavated
using single contexts, each of which was fully recorded. The pit was excavated to the maximum safety
depth of 1.2m. Most excavated soil was sieved meticulously with some contexts being rough sieved. The
spoil heap was scanned regularly using a metal detector. Finds were set aside for each context and
special finds were given three dimensional coordinates, where possible, to pinpoint the exact find spot.
Any features revealed were carefully recorded. Finally, the spoil was put back in, tamped down, watered
and the turf replaced.
Standard methodology is followed when notating contexts in this report, with each context being
numbered and being contained within brackets e.g. [01]. Small finds are notated using initial and number
e.g. SF34.

7. Excavation results for both pits.

KP187
Written by John and Caroline Clarkstone.

(i) The excavation.
Beneath the turf [01] was a layer of dark brown friable soil [02] with no inclusions apart from tiny
fragments of brick and clinker and a marble (SF1). This deposit appeared to be topsoil put down when
the lawn was laid. The matrix became lighter with chalk flecks context [03]. This appeared to be another
levelling layer of dark brown fine grained garden soil with a yellowish tinge and small chalk inclusions
and extended across the trench. There were a few inclusions including early modern pottery, nails, small
quantities of coal coke and clinker, shell, brick, plaster and an air rifle slug (SF2).

Fig 10: Surface of
Context [04] after
removal of turf [01]
and top soil [02] and
[03].
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It was noticed that there were more inclusions and a greater concentration of chalk pieces so the context
was changed to [04]. Context [04] is a layer, with more inclusions than [02] and [03] of fine-grained firm
grey / brown garden soil with chalk, well-rounded small flints and a wide variety of moderately sorted
inclusions, reducing in size with greater depth. There were about 25 worked flints. The pottery included
one piece of Roman and a few pieces of medieval but was mostly redware and early modern including
Copeland Spode (1844-1870). Although there was window glass, nails (>100), brick, tile, slate and stone
there was hardly any mortar. There was also domestic refuse consisting of coal, coke, clinker CTP, shell,
bone and small finds: a stay fastening (SF3), two metal buttons (SF4 & SF5), a cowrie shell (SF6), and 4
slate pencils (SF10). The finds are predominantly 19th century and suggest that this could be a Victorian
levelling layer, the bottom of the context was a shallow dish shape.
A sondage was dug in the centre of the trench and at a depth of about 22cm [05] identified as a damper
more orange-brown soil, labelled as Context [05]. [05] is a layer of mid yellow brown silty clay,
increasingly firm with depth with small well-worn flints and many chalk pieces throughout from flecks to
5cm chunks, with a greater concentration at the west end of the trench, the east end was softer with less
chalk. The pottery included some roman and medieval but was mostly redware and early modern. Other
domestic refuse included small fragments of clay tobacco pipes, vessel glass, shell and bone as well as
coal, coke and clinker. Other inclusions were small fragments of building material, window glass, brick,
tile, but little plaster and mortar. The small finds were a plastic celluloid comb in several pieces (SF12),
an unusual, orange-stained flint (SF11), a possible drawer handle (SF7), a mineral, marble-like sphere
(SF8) and a metal button (SF9). There was a handful of probable worked flints. In retrospect Context [04]
and [05] are probably the same despite the variation in quantity of chalk and colour.
At 28cm depth, a large concentration of chalk began to appear at the west end of the trench, the east
end was deeper at about 32cm. This layer was labelled context [06].
[06] is a mid-yellow brown friable clayey silt, containing lumps of chalk and lenses of more orangey clay,
especially at the east end. The inclusions are rare and poorly sorted, including charcoal in the upper
layers. The very small quantity of pottery included one piece of Tudor green and one piece of Tyler Hill
but was predominately redware and early modern indicating post 1800. Domestic refuse included small
quantities of clay tobacco pipes, vessel glass, bone and shell. There were many small pieces of brick
and tile and some daub, but no noticeable mortar or plaster. The only small find was the neck and one
piece of a small blue-glass bottle (SF13). The finds were mostly concentrated at the west end of the
context adjacent to [07].

Fig 11: Surface of
Context [06]. Note
the chalk flecks.

A slot was cut down the centre of [06] in the east-west direction. At 10cm slot depth it became apparent
that the west end of the slot consisted of mainly chalk, it was crumbled and broken but had a defined
edge, running parallel to the west end of the trench (see Fig 13).
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The chalk context [07] is very distinct, consisting of a layer, 15cm thick, of densely packed chalk pieces
varying in size from 1cm to 20cm including some flints from 5cm up to 25cm with very white cortex (see
Figs 15 & 16). The upper layer of the context contained a few finds, pottery tin glaze and redware a few
pieces of CBM, a few worked flints (see Fig 16). It is probable that this chalk and associated flints were
imported from the nearby local chalkpit (see Map progression, page 11).
Context [08] ran alongside and down from the chalk surface [07] and was a layer of mid yellow brown
silty clay with chalk inclusions in the upper layer, with occasional large pieces and increasing numbers of
broken and naturally rounded flints deeper down. There were overlapping dumps of darker and more
orange soil toward the east end of the context, charcoal was speckled throughout the context. The
context appeared undisturbed as inclusions had sharp edges. The inclusions are typical of garden soil
but quite sparse and evenly distributed. The pottery includes Medieval Tyler Hill and Post medieval tin
glaze, with the bulk being Redware. There are significant quantities of shell, bone and early clay tobacco
pipe stem and some vessel glass and, coal, coke and clinker. There are also noticeable quantities of
nails and small fragments of CBM. The CBM appears to match the tiles and brick the extension is built
from. The small finds are a round head pin (SF14), and a copper alloy button (SF15).
At a depth of between 72 - 77cm across the trench, inclusions appeared to be changing, so [09] was
started. An east west slot was cut into [09], at the west end a flint layer was uncovered [11] (see Fig 18).
Context [09] is a layer of clayey silt, mid reddish brown and of varying consistency, varying from loose
and crumbly to compact and firm (see Fig 17). Natural inclusions of well tumbled flints and small flakes
lower in the context, possibly from flint working. Inclusions are sparse but throughout include charcoal
and tile, while heat stressed flint and worked flint are evident at lower levels. The layer started as a skim
over the flints of context [11] adjacent to the edge of [10] and at the southeast corner continued beyond
the depth of excavation.
Man-made inclusions in [08] and [09] were sparse, 2kg of ceramic building material again matching
house building materials, a few nails and an iron ring, a very small amount of coal coke and clinker.
There was a little pottery consisting of Medieval to early modern and a moderate quantity of bone and
shell. The small finds were a small piece of thin rolled copper sheet (SF16), fragment of copper, a
Nuremburg jeton (SF18), a pot sherd containing a non-ferrous metal insert (SF19), oyster shell with a
bored hole (SF20), a piece of ceramic colander (SF23) and a curved iron knife blade (SF24). These
items are post medieval in date (AD1550-1799), with the Nuremburg Jeton (Fig 12) the best indicator.

Fig 12: Nuremburg Jeton,
dated 1586-1635. These very
distinctive metal discs with a
very recognisable pattern
were used abacus-style in
business accounting.

So far, excavation had been to the east of the chalk surface [07], going down to a depth of 40cm lower
than the top of [07], itself being 30cm below the turf. To see what lay below, a slot was cut through
context [07] and the very different layer under it labelled [10]. Later the slot was extended to the edge of
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the pit southwards. How similar was [10] to the adjacent contexts [08] and [09]? And does the flint layer
[11] extend beneath [10], as it appears to do? Fig 18 is the most helpful here.
On examination, context [10] was found to be much the same as [08] / [09]. Context [10] is a layer of mid
red brown sandy clay, tiny flecks of chalk, lying between the chalk surface [07] and flint surface [11]. It
was firm when dry and softer when wet. Natural inclusions were flints of various sizes and occasional
pebbles. Man-made inclusions were sparse and included a few pieces of pottery, LPM and Redware,
fragments of bone, oyster shell, CTP and vessel glass. In short, context [10] is similar to [08] and they
even had a similar piece of hand painted tin-glaze pottery (see comment at the end of KP187 section).
Context [11], a very distinctive layer, is a man-made flint surface. The top layer consisted of densely
packed flints, hard to prise apart with a pick, packed with fine gravel or coarse sand with flecks of chalk.
The lower layer consisted of similar flints, in a matrix of clayey silt, not quite so densely packed but still
hard to prise apart. The boundary between the two layers was indistinct. The flints appeared to be
alluvial in origin, possibly from the stream or valley floor.

Fig 13: Slot into [06]
revealing surface of
[07].

Fig 14: Slot through
context [07] with [10]
below.
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Figs 15 & 16: Chalk and flint samples from [07].
Only a narrow slot was removed from the Western end of the surface [11] which was approximately
level. It is possible that the sloping Eastern part of the surface has a different composition, this was not
excavated. The sloping surface appears to the east appears to degrade into a tumble at the western
extent. There were no inclusions, except that one of the removed flints appears to be a palaeolithic tool.
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Fig 17: Shows
surface of [09] after
removal of [08]. Also
shows slot through
[07] with [10] below.

Fig 18: Cross section of
[10] showing chalk surface
[07] above and flint
surface [11] and [12] 20cm
- 40cm below. (Note that
later on [12] was merged
into [11] ).
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Fig 19: Cross
section of chalk
[07], sandy-clay
[10] and level part
of flint surface
[11].

It appears that a layer of flint hardcore was put down on the topsoil and compacted, then a working
surface carefully made on top by tightly packing flints and filling the gaps with a grit and chalk mixture.
NOTE: Initially the flint surface under [10] was allocated a separate context number [12], the flint surface
under [09] was designated [11], the two appeared to be joined, although the flints under [10] were level
and those under [09] sloped to the east and weren’t tightly packed. In retrospect they should have
remained as two separate contexts. A slot was cut in the portion of [11] under [10] but not in that under
[09], so it is not known if those flints under [09] are a tumble or a constructed surface. The south side of
[10] was then removed showing flint surface [11] and clay [13] bounding edge of [11], unexcavated [07]
and [10].
At the lowest context [09] the soil became more clayey silt and wetter, possibly defined by the edges of
the flint dump / surface. There was also wormhole “gravel”, i.e. small patches of very small chalk, brick
and flint fragments towards the bottom of the [09].
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Context [13] was in the northeast corner of the trench bounded by flints [11]. It is a layer of yellowish-red
brown clayey-silt with an even texture and very sparse inclusions. It was only partially excavated. The
natural inclusions flints, possibly alluvial, and small flakes, the context notably didn’t include any chalk
flecks. The most notable man-made inclusions were several large freshly broken tile pieces which were
deposited near the eastern end of the trench. These were probably in a pit that was not identified during
excavation but is evident in the photograph of the side of the trench. Other inclusions were a small
amount of red brick fragments, two pieces of iron, probably nails, some bone and oyster fragments, two
pieces of medieval pottery and one piece of redware.

09
13

09

11

Fig 20: West facing side of KP187 at end of excavation, showing the boundary between [11] and
[13], with partially excavated bottom of [09] in the right-hand corner. Note the photo reveals a pit
that was not apparent during excavation, this is highlighted with the red dashed line.

Fig 21: Cross section of north facing side of KP187 at end of excavation.
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(ii) Interpretation
This version of the phasing does contain some uncertainty about the composition and dating of context
[10], as can be seen in the Fig 21 section photograph. This will be addressed in Part 3 where findings
from both pits are drawn together.
Early phases: The only evidence for prehistoric and Romano-British settlement was found in upper
contexts where the presence of a few small sherds of pottery is probably due to midden scatter. There
was no evidence for Anglo-Saxon settlement. The more clearly defined sequence was as follows:
Phase 1: Medieval. The earliest context in KP187 was [13], only excavated a little but yielded two
sherds of glazed Tyler Hill pottery, dating to the High Medieval period. Context [13] was overtopped by
the flint surface [11] which consisted of a well-constructed work surface at the west end of our
excavation, and a flint slope down towards the east. The slope is solid in the western sector and
degrades to scattered flints in the eastern sector.
Phase 2 eastern pit: Early Post Medieval in eastern half of pit. Some later medieval pottery is found
above the flint surface in context [09] but this context also included a quantity of postmedieval redware
pottery. A pit was cut into the east end of [09] in the late or post medieval period, unfortunately this was
not noticed during excavation, only being seen in the section, however a group of peg tile pieces was
found in a position corresponding to the bottom of this pit. Most importantly from the dating point of view
was a Nuremburg jeton of Hans Krauwinkel II with a definite late 16th - early 17th century dating.
Phase 3 eastern pit: Late Post Medieval on top of [09] in eastern half of pit. Context [08] again
contained a lot of redware pottery of later types, also clay pipe fragments.
Phase 4 western pit: Early modern. The chalk surface [07] was underlain by a context [10] which was
fine grained and had very few finds but did contain some post medieval and a few early modern sherds
of pottery. The chalk surface itself held a few small sherds of similar age. Thus it seems that the post
medieval land surface, represented by the top of context [08], was excavated to occupy a filling [10]
which then supported a chalk surface [07].
Phase 5 whole pit: early modern. The layer above the chalk [07] and post medieval [08] contained late
19th- early 20th century pottery, clay pipe fragments, up to about 10cm from the modern surface. In the
19th century a series of layers had been added to create first a garden as is evidenced by the significant
quantity of early modern pottery in [04] which was probably contemporary with the garden path that
appeared between 25 inch OS maps of 1877 (surveyed 1865) and 1897, that matches the current
position of the front path.
Phase 6: whole pit 20th century. The upper layers [02] and [01] were created to give an even, wellwatered lawn surface that exists to the present day.
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KP188
Written by Pat Reid
(i) Contexts
Context [02], the top soil layer immediately beneath the turf (context [01] ) was around 8cm in depth, and
was identical over the whole surface - dull, dark brown, dry and very friable and easy to trowel. The layer
beneath, context [03] was very similar in character but firmer and was only around 2cm thick (Fig 22).
At around 10cm down the character of the soil began to change with many inclusions of chalk flecks and
very small flint fragments, creating context [04]. [04] also ran across the whole pit though rather more
varied in thickness i.e. around 10-13cm giving a maximum overall depth as around 20-23cm. Besides
the numerous chalk and flint fragments, a much greater variety of finds such as pins, red brick and tile
fragments, bone, shell, pottery and also worked and heat stressed flints were found.

03

(a)

04

(b)

(c)
Fig 22: (a) Shows the surface of context [03], (b) the surface of context [04], while (c) shows all
the finds from context [04]: note in particular the large number of iron nails. The pottery was
mostly 19th century stoneware, redware and white china but there were a few pieces of 18th
century hand-painted tin glaze.
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At a depth of around 23cm the soil became stickier and inclined to smear, also lighter in colour, and was
given the context number [05]. [05] yielded similar types of finds to [04] but fewer in number. A slot was
then dug into [05] to see what was happening lower down, see Fig 23a. At the base of the slot was a
layer with small shell fragments rather than chalk fragments and it was lighter in colour than [05]. This
was assigned context number [06]. When fully exposed, its surface turned out to be more irregular than
of the earlier contexts (Fig 23b) and when excavated it turned out to contain a great number of shaped,
glossy black, large flints, many of which had gritty, light yellow shelly mortar attached to them (Fig 24).
Complete small cockle and clam shells with mortar fills were also found in [06] along with patches of
mortar dust.

06
05

06

05

(a)

(b)

Fig 23: (a) Shows the slot cut into context [05] revealing context [06]. (b) Shows the more
irregular surface of context [06]. The bone pit contexts [07] / [17] with the complete skeleton of
a turkey are in the immediate foreground, and flints are beginning to show through all over the
surface of context [06]. (The darker areas are not associated with the archaeology but with
overnight arrangements in the pit).
At the western end of the pit, on top of context [06] a small group of bones was found, some of which on
closer examination turned out to be an articulated skeleton i.e. to belong to a single carcass which had
been fleshed at the time it went into the ground. This was clearly the remains of a large member of the
poultry family and post excavation study identified this almost definitely as the remains of a large turkey
(it had a divided tarsometatarsus), (see Fig 25) or perhaps a guinea fowl although rather large and
heavy for this. This skeleton was assigned the context number [07]. Although it was not contained in an
obvious cut, later excavation revealed a shallow dip [17] containing the bones. There were also 145
bones of other species, mostly from pigs or small mammals such as rats.

Fig 24: Example of dark, shelly
mortared flint from context [06].
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Fig 25: Left, tarsometatarsus from the complete bird skeleton found in KP188 [07]. [17] and
right a drawing of a turkey leg on the right and a chicken leg on the left (from MSD
Veterinary Manual).
Below [06] the pit became much more complex and its context sequence much more difficult to
establish. The 3 photographs in Figs 28a, b, & c are facing in turn east, north and west across the pit at
the end of excavation and the section drawn of the final west facing side Fig 29 have come in very
useful indeed in making sense of the sequences here and have enabled at least the beginnings of
understanding the story they tell, as follows.
From underneath the layer contexts [02] to [06] a densely packed chalk surface, about 30cm thick,
emerged at a depth of 45cm, occupying the south east corner and most of the south side of the pit. This
was given the context number [10]. By then another context to the west had been assigned [08] and a
context covering the rest of the pit (i.e. south west, north, centre) except for the chalk surface itself was
labelled as [09]. [08] contained even more flints than [06]. These flints were like those of [06] i.e. dark
and glossy with white cortex and attachments of shelly mortar, as were a smaller number in [09] (see
Fig 24).
Context [09] contained a small amount of post medieval redware pottery but from this excavation point
onwards (downwards) only medieval and earlier pottery was found, in small amounts. This was even true
of [08]. Close examination of Fig 29 will show you that [08] and [09] do not overlap each other – at least,
not within this particular excavation!
Beneath [09] was a shallow context [11] that also contained a very large amount of the masonry flints
found in [06] and [08]. [11] also yielded the most striking single find of the season, a near complete
wrought iron spur (Fig 26). This will be returned to in the interpretation section.
Context [11] did not stretch across the pit from north to south but only in the southern half occupied by
the chalk platform. In the northern half emerged a context, labelled context [14] that was as rich in flints
as context [11] etc but they were of a markedly different character. Although these flints resembled each
other in size and shape (cubic or rectangular, human palm sized) they had not been worked or mortared.
Instead, they looked as if they had been selected from field and stream and brought to the site for a
specific purpose, in this case a simple flint floor. They formed a near continuous layer across the
northern half of the trench, cut away sharply next to the chalk platform but sloping down in the south
western corner: the sloping section became labelled as context [12]. The small amount of pottery from
[14] and [12] was all medieval or earlier. A context [15] was later identified below [14] but was later
merged with [14] as of the same character.
The last major act of excavation was to cut a slot from north to south across the pit, at right angles to the
chalk surface [10] which became bisected by the slot. This is shown very clearly in Fig 27. The aim was
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to see if contexts passed underneath the chalk surface, thereby undeniably pre-dating it, or whether the
underlying deposit was something else entirely. As it turned out, seen in Fig 28b, the deposit underlying
[10] seems to be featureless and devoid of finds with the marked exception of a small lens of material
(flint and shell) at the base: this deposit was labelled as context [18]. The slot, however, also revealed a
featureless deposit with no finds, clearly visible in Fig 28. It has the rich yellowy brown colour of Head
Brickearth, very familiar to those of us digging in the Faversham area. This was given a context number
[16] and its nature will be discussed in the interpretation section.

Fig 26: The spur from context [11], before cleaning. The swoop downwards of the sides and the
exceptionally long stem are very noticeable.
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Fig 27: This photograph taken mid-excavation clearly shows the chalk surface to the right
(south) and the emerging surface of context [14] on the left (north). [14] stretches all the
way along the northern side and that isolated patch of chalk surface to the right plus a
chalk line in the south wall of the pit suggest that the chalk in former times ran right down
the south side. In the next, last stage of excavation, the slot was placed so that it was in
between the two chalk features.
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The following photographs Figs 28a, b & c were taken at the end of excavation. Combined with the
section Fig 29 portraying the stratification of the west wall of KP188 the story and the main puzzles of
this excavation become evident. This collection of different views of KP188 at the end of excavation
shows some of the complexities of this site in the 30 - 50cm depth zone. The regular layering of the
upper section can be seen in all of the angles.

Fig 28a: View
from the north
side.
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This angle views along the slot, showing context [15] which underlies [12]. The chalk line in the south
wall at the end of the slot shows where the chalk surface formerly ran and where it ended. The
complexity of the contexts at this level is very obvious!
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Fig 28b: View
from the west
side.
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The main puzzles are evident here. The chalk surface is underlain by a seemingly flint free layer
shown as [18], at the base of which lies a small collection of flints shown as '?'. Neither of these were
given separate context numbers at the time of excavation and, indeed, it is possible that [18] is a
continuation of [09] as shown in Fig 29. '?' could be a continuation of [14] and is discussed in Part 3.
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[2] to [6]
+ [8]
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Fig 28c: View
from the east
side.
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A slot about 30cm wide runs across the pit from this viewpoint and cuts through the chalk surface. The
reinforcement panel on the west side covers the niche excavation to recover the turkey head [07] fill,
[17] cut, now backfilled.

?

Fig 29: Section based on the west wall drawn at the end of excavation.
This drawing matches the photo in Fig 28c above. Context [11] that contained the spur lies between [09]
and [16] at the west end of the excavation, which is why its dating is so important for interpretation of this
pit. The point at which [11] ends in the west face, giving way to the upper sequence of [02] to [08] lies on
a west to east line also followed by the ending of the chalk layer [10] and also the early context [16].
Whether or not these terminations are the result of pit cutting to the north will be discussed in the
interpretation section.
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ii) Finds
The most significant finds have already been mentioned, and in this section more detail is given, and any
context dating significance described.
Firstly, the pottery distribution between the contexts (see Appendix 2) gives a very definite chronological
pattern of distribution across the contexts. Contexts [02] and [03] have only very small amounts with
context [03]’s pottery being all early modern and [02] having two small, abraded sherds of early medieval
pottery (1 Canterbury sandy ware, 1 shelly ware) as well as a sherd of early modern pot. [04] has the
most pottery, mostly early modern with a few post medieval sherds and [05] beneath it has more post
medieval and a small amount of medieval. [06], following this pattern, has less pottery than [05] but it
follows a similar pattern although adding in some late Saxon and prehistoric sherds. [08] is the last
context to have post medieval, just a tiny amount with the rest medieval or late Saxon and the remaining
contexts have very little pottery and what they do have is early - [12] even has a few Roman sherds. [14]
and [15] have no pottery.
This clear pattern is echoed by other finds. Thus below context [06], no coal, clinker, glassware, clay
pipe fragments are found. Again, [04] and [05] had the largest amounts of these types. An interesting
Small Find from context [04] was a clay pipe stem (SF4) with EEPWASH stamped on one side and FEV
on the other: this in full is SHEEPWASH in FEVERSHAM, a well-known local clay pipe making family in
Faversham in the 18th- early 19th centuries. Three buttons were found, all in [05]. Significantly, for KP188
14 of the 15 Small Finds came from the contexts [02] to [06] range with seven coming from [05]. The
only exception to this pattern is the wrought iron spur found in context [11].
Details of the spur were sent to the Royal Armouries, Leeds, and also references consulted14 15. Its
shape has the down curving sides popular only in the period AD1350-1450 and the long stem is usually
seen as a technique to cope with an armoured foot. The condition of the spur is so good that an age of
around 600 years seemed unlikely, yet it was found in a lower context [11]. The comments of the expert
can be read in Appendix 5 and she dated the spur to around 1450-90.
In the upper contexts [02] down to [06], iron nails were a common find. Again, [04] and [05] had the
greatest numbers – 115 for [04] and 77 for [05] (see Fig 22c). They are mostly between 2cm and 6cm in
length but with two from [04] being over 10cm long. Most of the nails were square in cross-section and
around 40% of them were curved. A few small nails were found in lower contexts i.e. [08]:5, [09]:2,
[11]:3, [12]:6.
Then there are the building materials – red and yellow brick, red or beige peg tiles and mortar to hold
them together. Nearly all of the contexts contained some ceramic building material, though the quantities
varied markedly, between contexts and between the ratio of brick fragments to tile fragments. 84% of
brick fragments by weight were found in the upper contexts of [02] to [06], with [06] containing the most.
Only 1% of the red brick came from the lower contexts [12], [14], [15] where it could be midden scatter.
With the tile fragments, the situation was different, with [08], [09], and [11] yielding 58% of the tiles and
the upper contexts markedly fewer at 22%. What is significant is that 20% of the tile came from the
lowest contexts, especially [12]. Mortar was also weighed and examined for each context. The upper
contexts [02], [03] and [04] contained only small traces of mortar but [05] and [06] contained much more,
with 922g in [06] and then 846g in [08]. These quantities are dwarfed, however, by the quantities in the
lower contexts – 3,184g in [09] and 1,642g in [11] although by [12] the quantity has fallen drastically.
Appendix 3 contains an account of the survey of the bricks in the existing house.
These building materials will be fully discussed in the interpretation section as such deposits can be
linked to building and / or demolition phases.
All contexts contained animal bone fragments. The context with by far the most items was [07] / [17], the
small pit set into context [04] and running down into context [06]. This scoop pit contained 148 individual
bones as well as the complete turkey skeleton. The context [07] bones were mostly from pig or cattle,
14
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with some slender wild bird bones. Contexts [04], [05] and [06] came next with 27, 28 and 31 bones
respectively, mostly cattle although some sheep were present. Context [06] also had pig bones. The
slender bird bones were also present in [04], [05] and [06]. Contexts [08], [09] and [11] came next with
17, 11 and 18 bones respectively. These contexts, of course, underlie the ones already described.
These smaller assemblages were mainly cattle with the usual wild birds. Finally, the lowest contexts [12]
and [14] contained hardly any animal bone and [15] none. A horse bone was found in [11] – as [11] is
the spur context, this was quite thought-provoking!
No fishbones were identified but all contexts produced evidence for the consumption of shellfish. The
universal type for all contexts was, unsurprisingly for North Kent, oyster, with cockles following close
behind. Some evidence for clam, winkle and even whelk consumption was also found in the middle
period [04], [05], [06] [08]. Quantities, however, were small for all contexts, once shells (mostly cockle)
used in the mortar were excluded.
Finally, there is the flint. Huge amounts were present on site and could only be sampled, not fully
collected. Flint distributions have already been described quite fully previously, the main point of interest
being that the flints were found in two very different kinds of assemblage. The first one to be
encountered had the black, glossy, skilfully worked and shelly-mortared flints, found in [06], [08] and
[09]. The second one was lower down in context [14], with unworked but standardised flints closely
packed. This will be further discussed in the interpretation section.
There is, however, another interesting aspect of the whole flint assemblage – scattered through the
different contexts were worked flints dating from the Palaeolithic period onwards. In the Introduction to
this report the wealth of prehistoric remains found by FSARG in our Ospringe excavations was
mentioned and, unsurprisingly, scattered through the KP188 contexts were worked flints. They were not
in situ but churned around over thousands of years and incorporated in relatively modern contexts, so
they are not useful for dating deposits but will be fully described in Appendix 8 and added to the FSARG
worked flint database for the Faversham area, thereby becoming part of a wider picture.
(iii) Interpretation
The sequence in KP188 does seem to fall into 4 phases:
1. The Early Phase: Mid medieval to late medieval (1200-1399).
This is mainly contexts [14] / [15] and [12] with the underlying context of [16] exposed at the end of the
excavation. Other than flint, [14] has very little finds content, making dating near impossible but [12] did
have a few pottery sherds on which dating is based, also 2kg of red peg tile fragments unaccompanied
by brick fragments.
The 18 small, abraded sherds of pottery from [12], dating to the medieval period with a few Roman and
even two prehistoric sherds mixed in, are clearly midden scatter, coming from the medieval practice of
fertilising farm land using the domestic midden. Such sherds have cycled around in the soil often for
hundreds of years, reaching a minimum size of around 1cm2. Nothing later than High Medieval
cAD1220-1400 was found here.
Peg tile came into wide use in Kent in the AD1200-1300s after a fire in Canterbury city centre in AD1175
led to a disastrous fire at the Cathedral. This in turn lead to the Archbishop issuing a ban on thatched
roofs in the city and the consequent rapid growth of peg tile making at nearby Tyler Hill. The practice
soon spread and was established as manor roofing in Kent around 300 years earlier than shift from
timber and plaster building materials to brick.16
The context [15] beneath [14] was not excavated much but appeared so similar to [14] it is probably a
continuation. [16] was first thought of as probably the natural underlying [14] and [12] but its similarity to
the [18] deposit below the chalk surface strongly suggests it is a fill in a cavity edged by the slope of

16
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context [12]. i.e. that [18]? is actually [16]. This puts [16] into a later phase as part of the chalk surface
creation.
2. The Middle Phase: Late medieval (1400-1549).
This is the most complex part of the excavation. Overlying [16], [14] and [12] are [11] and then [09] –
they do not however overtop [10] the chalk platform, the creation of which must now be tackled.
The chalk platform is the most conspicuous context in the whole pit, running along the south side and
plainly extending southwards from KP188. It lies at a depth of around 35cm and is around 10cm thick,
made of crushed chalk with no finds content. It sits on top of a layer [18] of what looks like natural
brickearth, very similar to [16]. If it was removed at the south western end of the excavation and then
overlaid by [11] and [9] then this is the phase in which it belongs, raised up on a platform made of
something close to the natural soil. The contexts [11] and [09] post-date the platform on the south side
and contexts [08] onwards post-date it on the north side. This means that the accumulation of dark
mortared flints post-dates the chalk floor.
If this chalk feature really does belong to this intermediate phase, then its purpose is even more difficult
to guess. This will be discussed further in the last section Part 3 of this report.
3. The Post Medieval Phase: (1550-1799).
This phase covers contexts [11] then [09] then [06], [05], [04] on the south side of the pit and [08], then
[06], [05], [04] on the north side. All of these contexts contain a very different type of flint to that of [12]
and [14] / [15] – this time it is carefully shaped black flint nodules with a fine white cortex, heavily caked
with shelly mortar (Fig 24) and along with large amounts of shelly mortar. Given that the pottery in this
phase varies from a late Medieval (1500-1550) to a post medieval date (tin glaze, stoneware) with
context [04] containing most post medieval, the dates 1550-1799 probably cover this time span. The fact
that the spur was found in context [11], i.e. early in this phase, means that the accurate dating for this
excellent find is very important.
The flints presumably come from a demolished high-class wall. The flints and mortar show no signs of
weathering so they probably came from an interior site, perhaps the cellar of Queen Court, during the
building of the side extension: the flints, not found above context [04] were probably buried in this part of
the garden. The demolition, according to the dating above of the chalk floor, is towards the end of the
above time period, i.e. 1770-1799. Fig 3017 shows the cellar walls at Queen Court and possibly the flints
dumped in the yard came from demolition of the cellar wall at the south end where the new wing was
going in.

Fig 30: The Undercroft at Queen Court. The whitewashed wall in both looks to be made of
flints. The stairs and side wall in the right-hand photo look to be more modern. FSARG has not
yet been able to visit the Undercroft due to Covid restrictions.
17

Photographs belonging to the house owners.
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Another source of the shell-mortared masonry flints could be the base of the Late Medieval building
itself. Fig 34e in Appendix 3 shows the base of the building at the front of the house – is the whole late
15th / early 16th century house on a flint platform? If so, part of this platform would have been demolished
at the times of extension-building (the whitewashing of the flints in Fig 34e is modern and would only
affect the exterior ones anyway).
Another pointer to demolition in this phase is the sheer quantity of nails. At this time nails were still
handmade and prized by local farmers and carpenters. To find hundreds of them simply dumped shows
perhaps the casual attitude of the wealthy after demolition?
Finally there is the turkey. Fig 25 shows the definite indicator that this is a turkey, not just a big chicken.
Turkeys are, of course, native American and the earliest record of a turkey in this country describes an
import of 6 birds by a Yorkshireman called William Strickland in 1526. By 1750 they had become popular
Christmas birds, reared in Norfolk and walked into London every Autumn for sale. In short, this bird fits in
well with the suggested chronology. There are also a number of fascinating references to one of the
owners of Queen Court in the 17th-18th century as a Turkey merchant – see Appendix 6 for details.
4. Early Modern - Modern Phase: (1800- now).
There is a marked difference between the absolute quantities of material in [04] / [05] / [06] compared
with [01] / [02] / [03] although in type they follow a time sequence. The suggestion is that the [06] to [05]
to [04] contexts were deliberately created to cover up the chalk platform [10] and the masses of rough
flints [14], and that the [04] level was open to activity for a fair time.
The cover photograph Fig 1 shows the tidy and organised character of context [01]: the garden is
beautifully flat and evenly grassed. There was, however, some everyday content such as small pieces of
transfer printed pottery, coal and cinder, 19th century clay pipes in [02] and [03]. There was nothing 20th
century, however, so presumably this space was neatly turfed by then. We do not know the date when
this front garden was converted from farmyard to garden and perhaps [03] really tops out [04]. There are
no signs, however, of the demolition material in context [03] and [02].
(iv) Final comments on KP188.
The intriguing questions here relates to that rammed chalk floor [10] and to the similarity of context [16]
to the support layer [17] for the chalk. The slot cut through the chalk feature had revealed that the
underlying layer was quite different to the adjacent flint-rich layers such as [14]. Was [18] part of [16]?
Yet there is the hint that [14] underlies it somewhat. This will be returned to in Part 3 using evidence
from both KP187 and KP188, the chalk surface being the striking feature that they have in common.
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Part 3: Using the data and asking the questions.

8. Putting KP187 and KP188 findings together.
Special note: To avoid confusion in this last section, which pulls together the findings from KP187 and
KP188, context numbers will be printed in red for KP187, blue for KP188 and black bold when they
match. Thus the chalk surface, present in both pits, is [07] in KP187 and [10] in KP188, but the turf layer
in both excavations is [01].
These two excavations had a great deal in common, as well as some interesting differences. In terms of
their actual locations, shown in Fig 1, KP188 was located in front of the earlier part of the present
structure (built around AD1500) and KP187 was located in front of the brick extension added in the late
18th century. The path separating them was not the original path of Queen Court but was added when
the extension was built, as were the present-day walls around the garden (see Appendix 3 for details of
the bricks used).
The upper 3 contexts of both excavations, numbered [01], [02] and [03] in both cases, were almost
identical in character – turf overlying two consecutive simple layer contexts [02] and [03] with very few
finds. In both cases this was interpreted as a garden creation stage, beginning in the early 20th century.
Moving downwards, context [03] in both excavations overlay context [04] which overlay [05] which
overlay [06]. These layers contained chalk flecks, especially in KP187, and contained many more finds,
such as transfer printed pottery sherds, clay pipe fragments, metal buttons, clinker and coal fragments,
glass and nails. In KP188 a complete skeleton of a turkey was found in a scoop pit, down from context
[04]. Although occasional single earlier items were found, these layers almost certainly embody a
courtyard / farmyard stage dating from late post-medieval to early modern and covering most of the
present front garden area.
In this post-medieval - early modern phase (AD1600-1899), there was one important difference between
KP187 and KP188. In KP188 the lower contexts of [04], [05] and [06] and even below this in [08] yielded
large numbers of black glossy flints caked with shelly, sandy mortar. The origin of these is discussed on
page 34. What is relevant here is that no such flints were found in KP187, implying that all of the activity
in the KP187 area above and beside the chalk platform either dates from after the demolition / building
work that produced the flakes or was beyond the dumping area that included KP188’s location.
The next phase down in both pits is much more complex and difficult. Underneath [06] in both cases part
of the pit was occupied by a level chalk surface labelled [07] in KP187 where it ran along the western
side and [10] in KP188 where it ran along the southern side. The KP188 chalk surface was a very
compact 10cm thick whereas the KP187 chalk surface was thin with many more chalk fragments
dispersed through the contexts above (see Fig 31a). The KP188 layer had, however, apparently been
cut through as was shown by an isolated chalk surface outlier to the west: the former surface joining the
two chalk areas showed clearly in the southern wall section (see Fig 28a).
As is clear from Fig 31, both chalk surfaces overlie a context, labelled [10] in KP187 and more
tentatively [18] in KP188 which seem to be similar in character.
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Fig 31a: (above) KP187
with [07] and [10] labelled.
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Fig 31b: (left) KP188 with
[10] and [18] labelled.
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View (Fig 31a) of the south side of KP187, where the chalk surface ran along the west (right hand) side
and has been removed at its southern end shows an interesting contrast between the chalk surface [07]
and its underlying deposit [10] on the one hand and the contexts [06] [08] and [09] on the left side
(eastern end). In the same kind of view in Fig 31b for KP188, the same contrast between the chalk
surface [10] with its underlying deposit [18] and the adjoining deposits. An interesting difference,
however, is to do with the much greater dispersal of the chalk into the upper levels [06] - [03] in KP187.
In both cases, adjoining the chalk surfaces and platforms are contexts whose relationships to the chalk
surfaces are as yet uncertain. In KP187 these contexts are labelled [08] overlying [09] and in KP188
labelled [09] overlying [11] overlying [08]. Here is where the similarity between the two excavations
disappears. In KP187 although [08] and [09] do contain medieval pottery sherds and even some earlier
small worn sherds typical of midden scatter, they both continue to be dominated by postmedieval
redware. Both of these contexts contained a few clay pipe sherds, coal and cinder. Most indicative of all,
context [09] contained a Nuremburg jeton of Hans Krauwinkel II, dated to around AD1586-1635. In
KP188, however, the layers of [09], [11], [08] had a content distinctly earlier – no clay pipe fragments,
coal, cinders, glass or nails were found lower down than [06]. In [11] and [08] the pottery was scanty but
all medieval or even earlier (late Anglo Saxon) in [08]. Most dramatic of the finds, though, was the iron
spur (Fig 26) SF17 dated to late medieval, AD1450-1500 and found in context [11] close to the boundary
between [11] and the support context [18] of the chalk surface [10].
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Finally in both excavations at the base was a dense layer of unworked flints, [11] in KP187 and [14] /
[15] in KP188 (see Fig 31). Views differed heatedly on whether this was a natural layer (resulting
perhaps from solifluction or water-rolling) or a collection of similar sized flints selected and brought in to
be laid as farmyard mud-proofing. Neither of these flint-laden contexts had a finds content, but both
sloped down into flint-free areas in a corner of the excavation. The sloping edge to the flint layer context
[12] for KP188 did contain some medieval and even a couple of Roman sherds and for KP187 there
were single sherds of redware and medieval in a similar sloping context [13].
The contexts into which [12] and [13] were sloping were almost beyond the area that could be
investigated. In KP188, however, the lowest context [16] had no finds content visible. In KP187 the
lowest area was treated as an exceptionally low-down part of context [09] which is how [09] ended up
being recorded as having medieval pottery.
The key questions here centre upon the chalk platform, both the chalk layer itself and the material on
which it sits, and its relationship to the flint layer in the lower part of the excavations.
i)

Firstly, are these portions of a much larger rectangular chalk surface? Two speculative outlines
are marked in on the georesistivity map Fig 32. For the red outline, the dark (wet) areas around it
are hinting at a moat, a very interesting idea.

ii)

Secondly, what are the dates for the construction, use and abandonment of the chalk surfaces?
The two different teams excavating here came to rather different conclusions! The dating of the
flint surface also comes into this – the flint surface in each pit is not far below the chalk surface
when next to it but does it dip down to undercut the chalk and its platform or end abruptly at the
junction of the platform?

iii)

Thirdly, what was the purpose of the chalk surfaces? Obviously we would dearly like it to be a
single building platform, especially as the map progression does not show any buildings in this
part of the farmyard / garden, this would have to be an earlier property – medieval? Anglo
Saxon? Yet, sadly, we cannot claim to have seen any postholes, although a case can be made
for beam slots.

iv)

Fourthly, and perhaps most importantly, does the chalk layer and its underlying support layer
date to later than the adjacent contexts (as suggested for KP187) or earlier than the adjacent
contexts (as suggested for KP188). The first interpretation suggests a relatively modern date for
the creation of the chalk surface, the second that it is pre-High Medieval.

Fig 32: On this georesistivity
map of the front garden of
Queen Court the two
excavations are marked in with
yellow lines. Red and orange
lines have been used to draw
outlines of possible
rectangular forms that include
the chalk floors seen in both
pits.
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Two more interesting questions involve those flint assemblages in both excavations:
v)

Are the mortared flints the product of a demolition or are they ‘leftovers’ from a building
operation? In which case which demolition / building operation was involved? Do these flints
come from the cellar or the house base? Or both?

vi)

What is the relationship between the lower flint layers in both pits? Are they man-made or natural
or a mixture (natural but heavily modified)?

Finally (suggestions very welcome!):
vii)

How does the assemblage of worked flint tools which were distributed through the contexts (see
Appendix 8) fit in with what is known about prehistory in the Ospringe area? (NB this project can
wait until the Easter season 2022 as it does not particularly contribute to the pit context
sequences).

9. Possible lines of investigation appropriate to the previous section.
A very helpful discussion took place during our whole-FSARG Evaluation and Planning Meeting on
December 7th 2021.
Much of the attention was on that chalk surface in both pits. Fig 32 shows two of the ideas put forward
for the extent and orientation of the chalk surface, assuming that the two examples were part of a single
whole. These theories need to be tested through a return to this area, using:
i)

A ground penetrating radar survey.

ii)

Auguring to test the extent of the surface (boreholes would be a very good idea but rather too
expensive for us).

iii)

Carefully located minimal excavations to test the nature of the surface and underlying
deposits.

Another very intriguing and relevant point that has arisen, however, is about the nature of the lower flint
deposit in both pits – [11] in KP187 and [14] / [15] in KP188. Lesley Shea, who lives nearby in Water
Lane, pointed out that excavation in her garden in 2009, KP54, revealed a very similar layer. In that
case, a geologist, Peter Golding and a Palaeolithic expert on Kent, Geoff Hallewell were consulted. They
both saw this flint aggregation as a natural phenomenon called a frost heave taking place amongst the
valley-bottom flints accumulated through solifluction etc during Kent’s permafrost stage, during the last
major glaciation.
If the flints turn out to be a natural layer of this kind, the dating of the chalk surfaces takes on a whole
new dimension, especially in KP187 where the flint layer [11] underlies the chalk surface support [10]
completely at a depth of only about 15-20cm further down than the chalk surface [07] itself. In KP188,
the chalk layer’s platform [18] / [16] is possibly slightly undercut by [14] but is for the most part adjacent
to [14]. Clearly further professional geological advice must be sought on this flint layer.
At some point next year, the rear garden needs to be surveyed using the ground penetrating radar.
Historic maps do show buildings coming and going in this area, so the results could be complex. It will be
very interesting to see if that common flint layer runs underneath the rear garden as well as the front
area. Excavation decisions would be made on the basis of the radar survey and the whole-plot metal
detecting and georesistivity surveying carried out in 2021.
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without them!
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Pat Reid
December 2021
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Appendix 1: Harris matrices

KP187 Harris
Matrix

Turf

Layers above
chalk platform

Chalk surface
Platform support
Post medieval layers

Unworked flints layer

Natural?
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KP188 Harris
Matrix

Turf

Layers above
chalk platform

Bone pit scoop
and fill

Spur context

Chalk surface

Lower flint layer with
mid-medieval finds

Platform support

Lower flint layers with
no other finds

Natural?
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Appendix 2: Pottery tables
KP187
Context
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
13
Totals by
Chronology

Pre

Ro

EMS

MS

LS

7
2

EM

M

5

2
2
16

9

LM

6

19
84

2

PM

12
6

6
19

7
2

9

0

0

0

14

PM/LPM/
RED
6
157
48
37
36
240
117
12

LPM
2
309
145
8

Uni
203
2

22
2
13

14

5

130

31

18

658

501

219

PM

PM/LPM/
RED

LPM

Uni

Totals by
Context
(g)
8
683
197
69
48
316
224
25
0
12
1582

Notes:
[04]: 1 salt glaze, Unident thick stoneware pipe, I piece Tyler Hill
[05]: Salt glaze, Tyler Hill
[06]: Late Tyler Hill, I piece Tudor Green, Unident = Roman?
[07]: 1 piece tin glaze (PM)
[08]: Tin glaze, Tyler Hill, shelly ware EM, Unident – Iron Age?
[09]: Medieval Tyler Hill, Wealden Buff, Sandy ware, 2 pieces Iron Age
[13]: 2 pieces glazed Tyler Hill

KP188
Context
02
03
04
05
06
08
09
11
12
14
Totals by
Chronology

Pre

Ro

EMS

MS

LS

EM

M

LM

3
1
11

11
13

1

11
49
28
4

19
7
11

22
91
24
11

3
53
124
30
2

12
6
7
<1

18

19

19

21
<1
0

0

24

10

59

0

92

160

212

0

Totals by
Context
(g)
6
75
227
122
70
29
12
6
46
2
595

Notes:
[02] Canterbury sandy ware, 1 shelly ware
[05] Mostly midden scatter type sherds, some shelly ware
[06] Early Iron Age, I piece Med. shell dusted ware, I piece tin glaze
[08] Late Saxon early shelly ware, Med. Tyler Hill
[12] Med. Tyler Hill
[14] 1 tiny fragment Tyler Hill

Key to tables
Pre
Ro
EMS
MS
LS
EM
M

Prehistory
Roman colonisation
Early-Mid Anglo-Saxon
Mid Anglo-Saxon
Late Saxon
Early Medieval
Medieval

Up to AD43
AD43 – AD410
AD410 - 700
AD700 – 850
AD850 – 1050
AD1050 - 1225
AD1225 - 1400

LM
PM
RED
LPM
Uni
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Late Medieval
Post Medieval
Redware (Difficult to
date pottery type)
Late Post Medieval
Unidentifiable

AD1400 - 1550
AD1550 - 1800
AD1600 - 1900
AD1800 - Present

Appendix 3: Queen Court Farm brick sample with dating implications
A tour of the house and garden walls was made and bricks measured. The aim of this activity was to
date the brickwork as there are differences of opinion on the dating of the extension to the main house.
Because bricks were being measured in situ, it was often impossible to get all three dimensions.
Location in QCF
1
2

Exterior of outside
toilet
Wall of kitchen
extension
As above
As above
Extension to
extension
As above
House wall next to
[6]
North wall of housebase

Width

Length

Depth

Vol
(cm3)

Order
by vol.

108

215

60

1393

3rd
th

Other information

Mid red

Mid red

Original sandy mortar

Mid red or yellow

Mid red

Yellow has burnt nodules

Mid red
Mid red

Mid red
Mid red

Dark red

?

92

230

62

1312

102*
50

?
?

62
60

?
?

108

225

68

1652

?

?

65*

?

Dark red

Mid red

Some light red modern
repairs
Vary in size

?

225

68

?

Whitewashed

Red

Ground floor of house itself

?

230

60

?

Whitewashed

Red

10 North garden wall

100

215*

70

1505

11 As above

100

?

70

?

12 Main gateway
Front of early
13 extension, S of
central door
14 As above
South-facing end of
15
early extension
16 As above

102*

230

62

1354

105

215*

60

1354

105

?

60

?

?

225

60

?

?

225

65*

17 As above

105

?

65*

105

225

65*

1386

100

220

60

1200

3
4
6
7
8
9

South garden wall,
inside, upper part
South garden wall,
19
inside, lower part
18

7

Colour
inside

Colour outside

1st

5th

Varies from dark red/
light red / yellow /
?
blackish
Varies from dark red/
light red / yellow /
?
blackish
Light red, some darker Light red

Under timber beam - smaller
bricks not clear
Using rejects from
brickworks? Top layer all
Kentish Stock bricks
Using rejects from
brickworks? Top layer all
Kentish Stock bricks
Weathered

5th

Light red to yellowish

Light red

Non-whitewashed patch

Light red

Vary in width

Light red

Patchwork of types as in [14]

?

Light red to yellowish
Red to part yellow to
all yellow
Mid red

Lighter red

?

Mid red

Lighter red

Window infill - modern
As [16] but with masonry bee
holes

4th

Red

?

8th

Varied but mostly dark Light red

2nd

Modern
Erratic patterning, bulging at
base

Measurements in mm, volume in cm3.
* Shows agreement with the modern standard brick size of 102.5mm x 215mm x 65m. None of the bricks
conformed totally, with numbers 10 and 18 the closest.

The variability of these bricks is interesting but none are as shallow as bricks made in the Tudor-Stuart
periods (AD1500s & 1600s), telling us that these are all AD1700 at the earliest. Eight out of the twelve
bricks whose length was able to be measured exceed the modern standard brick size of 215mm (see
above for standard brick size) and most are wider than 102.5. In a few cases they are deeper than the
modern standard. Given the red colour of nearly all of these bricks, and the fact that even the yellow
ones are definitely earlier than the charcoal scattered, chalk-added distinctive Kentish Stock bricks,
made locally from around 1830 onwards, this large size suggests that these are ‘brick tax’ bricks.
The brick tax was imposed in 1784 and taxed the bricks by number used. Obviously the clever thing to
do was to make bricks larger so fewer were needed. The largest were known as ‘Welles Gobs’: these
were 230 x 110 x 110mm. A practical limit on this increased size was related to great weight and the
practicalities of brick building. The tax lasted until 1850 but in the 19th century, new manufacturing
techniques cut the cost of bricks so the tax was not such a burden. So those large Queen Court bricks
are most likely to have been bought and used in the 1790-1830 period to build the major extensions.
The largest bricks were found in the base of the main timbered house and the kitchen extension at the
rear, also in the south facing wall of the major extension at the south end of the house and the extension
to that extension, implying that these structures belong to the latter end of the Georgian period. The
main gateway too and the garden walls seem to belong to this period. The only two brick types that
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approached the modern standard size were the wall of the outside lavatory and the south garden wall –
the latter was also topped by Kentish Stock bricks implying a later 19th century date for this feature.

Fig 33: This view of the kitchen wing in the background and the outdoor lavatory in the
foreground shows some of the variety in brick types. The bonding style in the kitchen
extension is consistently Flemish bond but the later-built lavatory / store exhibits a
mixture of bonding styles - Flemish in the upper regions and English Bond lower down
– it does present as ‘tacked on’ at a less prosperous time.

Fig 34a: Shows the front part of north end of
the main house, where the kitchen wing joins
the main house. Note the reinforcing
brickwork at the base of the late medieval
structure.
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Fig 34b

Fig 34c

Fig 34b shows a closeup of brickwork at the south, major extension end of the house. Fig34c is
part of the west garden wall and front gate. All show large bricks with a mixture of Flemish
Bond in the upper parts and English Bond in the lower down. The large bricks date from
AD1790-1830 but in the left-hand gatepost (Fig34c) the bricks at the base of the column are
shallower and almost certainly older.

Fig 34d: Shows
the north garden
wall. The gatepost
here does not
show traces of
earlier bricks,
neither does the
wall.
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Fig 34e: The base of the late medieval property with flints used for the base, with whitewashed
red brick later used to reinforce.

This brief survey of brick sizes and types, and the relationship of bricks to the other building materials of
Queen Court suggests an intriguingly organic growth pattern for the present-day building - bits added,
bits replaced, bits reinforced as time goes by. If the medieval barns had been included the picture would
be even more complex. This would make a fascinating detailed holistic study.
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Appendix 4: Metal detecting results
The aerial photo Fig 35 shows the zones used for the survey, carried out prior to excavation. The finds
for each zone are shown in the table below.

Fig 35: Aerial view of site with keyholes marked in yellow
Zone 1
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Item
Dog ID tag, lilac,25mm with paw print, Owner’s name & phone o on reverse
Early electric cartridge fuse, CuA with ceramic cylindrical body
Electric light bulb base, bayonet cap footing
Iron nail
Decimal 1 pence coin 1974
Inner seal for screw top metal can with punched hole
Thin iron wire
Iron metal strip with 2 fixing holes
Iron/steel bolt, domed head
Aluminium foil

11
12
13

Electrical wire, copper, black insulated
Iron fragment
Iron ring/ collar. 2 fixing holes diagonally opposite each other

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Copper Alloy eyelet for ground/ tarpaulin sheet
Piece of lead
Decimal £1 coin 1995
Broken iron / steel bolt, head missing, with washer and locknut
Large iron nut
Child’s CuA thimble, 15mm diameter, waffle shaped crown, 18th century
Iron/steel bolt, pan head
Iron nail
Rope tie crimp, aluminium

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Large iron metal strap
Jar lid, apple and blackberry pie filling
Shotgun cartridge cap, CuA, Eley-Kynoch, 12 gauge
Shotgun cartridge cap, CuA
Decimal 5p piece 2001
Decimal 2p piece 1976
Decimal £1 coin 1983

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4
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Zone 5
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Dining fork, nickel silver, H.H.& S (Henry Hobson & Sons) late 19th-early20th
Section of iron guttering
Aluminium ring pull, 1970s
Aluminium Stay-on tab, mid 1970s onwards
Spectacle case, plastic coated steel, popper fastening, fire damaged
Aluminium foil bottle top, probably form milk bottle
CuA rod with traces of iron, possibly toy car axle
CuA nodule - indeterminate
CuA nodule – indeterminate
Tin fragment

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Lesney Matchbox 24a Weatherill hydraulic excavator, missing shovel, 1950s
Large iron nut
Decimal 2p coin 1971
Decimal 2p coin 1971
Aluminium eyelet for ground/ tarpaulin sheet
Decimal 1p coin 1980
Aluminium pulley VGS342, possibly trimmer cable used in Spitfire aircraft
Aluminium eyelet for ground/ tarpaulin with piece of sheet attached

48
49
50
51

Decimal £1 coin 1992
Decimal £1 coin 1984
Piece of iron - indeterminate
Aluminium foil sachet

52
53
54
55

Iron ring/ collar. 2 fixing holes diagonally opposite, Evidence of burnt wood
Copper coated iron wire
As 53
As 53

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Folded lead strip
Part of a drawing compass or a retractable pencil
Matchbox die-cast Cessna 402 toy aeroplane, 1974
Lead strip
Iron strap hook
Black plastic-coated aluminium off-cut
CuA button, 4 holes, Manufactured by Buttons Ltd, Birmingham c1913
Decimal 1p coin 1990
CuA double-loop Unid : clothing buckle
Iron boot heel plate
Halfpenny George V 1918
Decimal 1p coin 1971
Chain probably for sink plug

69
70
71
72

Iron ring / collar with iron nail
Lead offcut
Decimal 1p coin 2000
Decimal 1p coin 2001

73
74
75
76
77
78

Pendant, loop for suspension. CuA, traces of gold wash
Decimal 2p coin 1980
Farthing, George V 1920
Shotgun cartridge cap, CuA
Button, plastic back marked L.P.C. 22 , blue fabric front, metal insert
Lead sphere, probably fishing weight

79
80
81
82
83
84
85

CuA livery button, silver wash. Firmin & Sons, Strand & Conduit St, London. 1856-1860
Miniature gunmetal lipstick tube cap, Tangee. Colour residue inside – ‘blush rose’ 1920s
2-piece hook, CuA hook and iron screw thread
Lead animal, pig, cast. Traces of pink colouring.
Piece of iron, indeterminate
CuA loop
Lead strip

Zone 6

Zone 9

Zone 10

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

Zone D
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The vast majority of these finds are late 19th-20th century. The item MDF19 in the photo below is
markedly earlier. The item MDF73 is difficult to date and identify but is certainly interesting.

Found in Zone 3: 18th century child's thimble.

Found in Grid C: Yet to be identified.
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Appendix 5: The spur from KP188 context 11
The spur details were sent to the Royal Armouries Leeds, and the section below is the response by
Eleanor Wilkinson-Keys, Curatorial Assistant.
‘I have now been able to look closely at the comparable spurs we have here at the Royal Armouries
Museum. Based on the photographs Nigel sent through, the spur appears to be 15th century, possibly
mid to late, and for the left foot (the partial buckle being on the outside, with the sides curving
downwards beneath the ankle bone).
It has the characteristic long neck, angling slightly downwards, common in Western Europe, which
developed because of a change in riding style. By the 15th century it was common for knights and men at
arms to ride with a high saddle, with the legs straight. The longer neck therefore accommodates the new
distance between the rider’s heel and the horse’s flank.
Towards the rowel the neck divides into two to form the rowel box into which the rowel is housed and is
attached by a rivet pin. The rowel on your example is small, indicative of the period, and has (I believe,
eight) petal-shaped points. Where the neck joins the heel there is a small crest, which is a built-up point
at the back of the heel. Some spurs displayed very prominent and sometimes curled crests. The one in
your example appears to be fairly subtle but it is a very common feature of spurs of this period. Typically,
the ends of the sides would terminate in a figure of eight ring, and I am fairly certain from your images
that this is the case here.
A lovely feature, and very nice that this has survived, is the little fleur-de-lys shaped hooked tab beneath
the buckle. There may be another attached at the other side, but I am unable to make this out clearly.
Spurs of this type tended to have two hooked tabs on one side and one on the other, with the buckle.
These are to help with the attachment of two straps, one which would fit under the instep, the other
which would secure the spur around the ankle. On the right side I am unable to make out exactly what
features survive. There may be a different kind of hooked tab to the one on the other side, perhaps a
flattened disc or square shape, it is impossible to say from the images, but it isn’t uncommon to see
several different shaped tabs on one spur.
The buckle on your spur appears to have broken, retaining only one side of its double D-ring form,
although I do see that the pin survives. Spurs of this type could be iron or copper alloy (yours appears to
be ferrous) and ranged from very plain and undecorated, to elaborately decorated and sometimes gilt.’

Note from FSARG: We are very grateful to Nigel Mannouch for contacting the Royal Armouries about
the spur and Eleanor Wilkinson-Keys for this very useful analysis.
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Appendix 6: Turkey, Mr Henry Mellish and Queen Court
Contributed by Lesley Shea
In 2021 a turkey skeleton was unearthed during an archaeological investigation of Queen Court.
Hasted,18 writing in 1798, explains that Queen Court was bought by Henry Mellish of London during the
reign of King Charles II. He goes onto describe Henry as a turkey merchant. Henry was ‘of Sandersted,
in Surry’ and, according to Hasted, he died, still owning Queen Court in about 1707. The property
passed to Henry’s widow and then, on her death, to their daughter, Mary. Mary sold it out of the family in
1712. The family was very established in Sanderstead and may not have actually lived at Queen Court.
Mellish’s gravestone, in Sanderstead, records his death as being in 1677 and also notes that he was a
Turkey Merchant. A marble plaque in the church describes him as being a ‘Merchant of Levant’- so the
Turkey in question could be geographic rather than avian. The plaque explains that poor Henry ‘indured
the inconveniences of several years travell in foreign countries’.19
Apparently the geographic area of Turkey has been known as Turkey for centuries and was called this
by Chaucer. As for the bird, it is quoted by several popular sources that the bird we know as a turkey
was so called because it resembled the guinea fowl which were imported into the UK via the Ottoman
Empire, often on Turkish ships. These guinea fowl were called turkey-hens or turkey-cocks. 20 21
It has already been noted in this report that the turkey has been reported as being introduced into
England around 152622 and was established as a Christmas delicacy by 1750. This timing would fit with
the ownership of Queen Court by Mellish, with this ownership coming as the popularity of the turkey was
growing. This report also notes that the turkey at Queen Court was buried fleshed – i.e. it had not been
butchered or consumed. Could this relate to it having been kept as a novelty or a pet? Or maybe it was
just deemed to be unfit for consumption.
So, was the owner of Queen Court a turkey merchant or a Turkey merchant or both? Could the Mellish
ownership be related to the turkey skeleton excavated?

18

Hasted,E. 1798. Parishes of Ospringe, in The History and Topographical Survey of the County of Kent Vol6. See
www.british-history.ac.uk>survey-kent>vol6
19
Manning, O and Bray, M. The Natural History and Antiquities of the County of Surrey. Nicholls and Son 1804-14.
Republished EP Publishing and Surrey County Library. Google Books.
20
www.dictionary.com November 2021 ‘Which Turkey came first?’
21
www.britannica.com Turkey bird
22
Lauritsen, M; Allen, R; Alves, J; Ameen,C; Fowler,T; Irving-Pease,E; Larson,G; Murphy,L; Outram,A; Pilgrim,E; Shaw,P;
Sykes,N. 2018. Celebrating Easter, Christmas and their associated alien fauna. World Archaeology 50:2 285-299
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Appendix 7: Small Finds

KP187

SF1

SF2

SF3

SF4

SF5

SF6

SF7

SF8

SF9

SF10

SF11

SF12

SF13

SF14

SF15
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SF1
SF2
SF3
SF4
SF5
SF6
SF7
SF8
SF9
SF10
SF11
SF12

SF16

SF18

SF19

SF20

SF21

SF22

SF23

SF24

A brief description of KP187 Small Finds
Ceramic marble
SF13 Blue / green glass vessel fragments
.22 Air rifle pellet
SF14 Copper alloy pin
Corset busk fastening loop
SF15 Pewter or tombac button
Pewter or tombac button
SF16 Rolled copper alloy sheet
2-hole iron button
SF18 Hans Krauwinckle II Nuremburg Jetton
Cowrie shell
SF19 Ceramic with embedded copper
Drawer handle
SF20 Oyster shell with bored hole
Mineral sphere (marble-like)
SF21 Copper alloy pin
2-hole iron button
SF22 Stone 'bead'
Slate writing pencils
SF23 Pottery with diamond-shaped holes
Flint with orange / red pigmentation
SF24 Curved iron knife blade
Celluloid comb fragments
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KP188

SF2

SF4

SF5

SF6

SF7

SF8

SF9

SF10

SF11

SF13

SF14

SF15

SF16
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SF17

SF2
SF4
SF5
SF6
SF7
SF8
SF9

A brief description of KP188 Small Finds
Clear vessel glass
SF10 Copper alloy button
Inscribed clay tobacco pipe stem
SF11 Dressmaker type pin
Cockle shell containing mortar
SF13 Moulded mortar
Mineral spheres
SF14 Slate pencils
Small-bore lead shot
SF15 Copper alloy button
Glass fragment
SF16 Copper alloy clothes hook
Copper alloy button
SF17 Mid-late 15th century iron spur
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Appendix 8: Worked Flints

Section in
preparation
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